Daily Incident/Fire Log

January 31, 2020 – Report #20-0047 – 12:07 p.m. CIT CASE – MANSION HILL. UMSL PD conveyed a student to counseling services regarding concerning texts that were sent. Disposition: Report taken.

January 31, 2020 – Report #20-0048 – 2:13 p.m. BURGLARY – 4024 Jenny Dr. UMSL facilities reported a vacant University owned home was broken into. AC unit and copper piper were stolen. Disposition: Report taken.

January 31, 2020 – Report #20-0049 – 3:29 p.m. ASSIST OTHER AGENCY – MANSION HILL. UMSL PD and Normandy PD responded to a report of an individual throwing rock at students. Subject was given a verbal warning about trespassing. Disposition: Report taken.


January 31, 2020 – Report #20-0051 – 10:05 p.m. CHECK THE WELFARE – MANSION HILL. UMSL PD responded to an UMSL student that was yelling from a balcony, all was in order. Disposition: Report taken.